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                 Political Science                
                 Give a correct short answer to each question (Use whole sentences!) Make sure to read all the attachment files to get the answers.  1.     What are the five cultures present in New Orleans in the late                Give a correct short answer to each question (Use whole sentences!) Make sure to read all the attachment files to get the answers.  1.     What are the five cultures present in New Orleans in the late

                The Influences  We can divide the influences of jazz into three categories or styles of music that combine to create early New Orleans jazz:   The Blues   Brass Bands   Ragtime   The Blues  Three types of songs that existed in the slave camps of the 1700s and 1800s were the  field holler , the shout , and the work song. These all served the same purpose -to make the  work easier to bear -but had differences in their construction and performance. A field holler is  a solo song/shout that doesn’t have a form or meter. It is highly spontaneous and  improvisa tional . A shout would be a slightly more  organized holler that might contain actual verses or stanzas that give the holler a form. A work song would  be sung by a group of workers in a call and response pattern often with the work tools providing a rhythmic accompaniment. The kind of thing you might hear Marines in boot camp shouting as they march in drills  today.    Here’s a short example of a field holler and a work song. The field holler lasts the first 45  seconds and than a work song comes in for another 45 seconds.  The Mississippi Delta            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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